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civil war bullet types pistol and rifle civil war timeline

May 22 2024

many bullets can be found on protected civil war battlefields today and those showcased below are
just a sampling of the popular bullet types seen in the clash between the blue and the gray the bullets
presented are showcased by caliber size smallest to largest for ease of identification

civil war bullet id chart antiques detectors

Apr 21 2024

this civil war bullet identification chart can help you identify some of those minie and round balls
that you find while out metal detecting i ve only been lucky enough to find one of each near a creek

discussion how to identify your civil war bullet relic

Mar 20 2024

i ve seen quite a few threads asking for help to identify a civil war bullet like anything if you are a
collector reference books are a must this is a must considering the shear number of civil war bullets
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military ammunition identification charts and graphics

Feb 19 2024

visual color code and id guides these are just a few useful charts for the identification of various
military production ammo cartridges and bullets color identification is helpful in classifying surplus
ammunition pictures may not represent actual size

a day in the life 68 how to identify your civil war bullets

Jan 18 2024

on this day in the life i describe some of the observations necessary to identify civil war bullets with
more than 650 types of bullets used during the war between the states even the

civil war bullets vol ii army of tennessee relics

Dec 17 2023

classified as a mississippi rifle bullet by reid mckee and m e mac mason in their pioneering american civil
war projectiles reference book modern research by meigs brainard associates this scarce trans
mississippi bullet with the tyler texas arsenal
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bullet identification relic hunting collecting

Nov 16 2023

a handbook of civil war bullets and cartridges by jim and dean thomas is an excellent and affordable
basic reference for civil war bullets but be careful the collecting of the many varieties of union and
confederate bullets can be habit forming

civil war bullet types metal detecting in the usa

Oct 15 2023

civil war bullet types civil war bullets found metal detecting in remington virginia written by marc
mcdermott last updated april 4 2023 top row 3 69 caliber musket balls these were heavily used by
the confederate soldiers during the civil war also 3 58 caliber 3 ringer the most widely used bullet
during the civil war

civil war bullets reference image 3 ringer sharps and

Sep 14 2023

this is a great civil war bullet image save it to your phone and use it in the field
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civil war bullets

Aug 13 2023

the civil war bullet caused tremendous casualties and incredible suffering to many brave soldiers
wartime field hospitals reports indicated that as much as ninety percent of battle wounds were
caused by small arms projectiles

bayonet identification guide worldbayonets com

Jul 12 2023

the worldbayonets com bayonet identification guide features pictures and dimensions of bayonets from
around the world along with history and other information to aid in identification

bullet identification the civil war bullet

Jun 11 2023

the molds were made before the war at harpers ferry and they were continued in use by the
confederates dean s round ball to rimfire vol 4 is the best source for information on confederate
bullets
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bullet identification small arms ammunition

May 10 2023

i have a number of identified bullets that i am trying to verify using round ball to rimfire volumes 2
and 4 i am comparing caliber length and weight as well as the picture for the actual bullet a picture
of it is attached

vintage outdoors civil war ammo bullet collection chart

Apr 09 2023

this is a helpful chart to identify different types of bullets used in the civil war

civil war bullets how do you know friendly metal

Mar 08 2023

spanish silver from the colonial period saw circulation into the 1850 s just because you know when
it was made it s still guess work as to the history of the item how or if it was used and how it was
lost but we can make educated guesses based on the site and other nearby finds
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pistol bullet identification the civil war bullet

Feb 07 2023

i have a pistol bullet identification question it concerns the bullet on the left that measures 322 by
519 at 62 grains the identification that i initially received was that it is an unlisted 31 caliber
maynard

japanese rifle and bayonet identification and value the

Jan 06 2023

take the bayonet out of the scabbard and look at the base of the blade forward of the grips and it
should be stamped with the year of production a serial number and a u s as well as a flaming bomb
ordinance stamp

bullet wikipedia

Dec 05 2022

the bullet was conical in shape with a hollow cavity in the rear which was fitted with a small iron
cap instead of a wooden plug when fired the iron cap forced itself into the hollow cavity at the rear
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of the bullet thus expanding the sides of the bullet to grip and engage the rifling

bullet measurements small arms ammunition

Nov 04 2022

how consistent and accurate are bullet measurements the source of the info i am using is the handbook
of civil war bullets and cartridges by dean and jim thomas my example is a 44 colt army bullet the
bullet has very little dirt or nicks the thomas book says the length is 67 and weight of 196 gr and
caliber of 455

bullet identification the civil war bullet

Oct 03 2022

yes that is a modern bullet without a doubt we find those all over virginia sometimes mixed in with
real civil war items they sure get your heart racing what a let down when you wipe the dirt off and
see that you have a new bullet keep digging as there are lots more to find
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